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We present the clesigll and implementation of a dist.ributed object based database system,
called O-Raid. O-Raid design embodies the extellsion of.\.U exisl.ing distributed relational database
system called Raid, to provide support for Rbstract <Ia.ta types. Our design and implementation
7'i'1.IJ,eS relational database system softwa.re while providillg the client/server paradigm. The O-Raid
SQL++, an extension to the relational quer,V language' SQL, supports the object-oriented data
manipulation capabilities such as 5ubobject rc[crencillg, lllf't.hod invocation, navigational queries,
and "implicit joins" while maintaining the closllre properLy of rela.tional model. These features
provide better expresiveness and functionality in user (jllcri('s equivalent to SQL-3. We describe the
features of SQL++, and design and implementation of ih:; rornponellts, namely, the data definition
lallguage (DDL), and the data. manipulation language (DML). O-Raid supports the complex objects
by sLoring the subobject itself (embeddccl ohject approac.h) or by storing a pointer to it (pointer
referencing approach) within the composite ol>ject. O-Ra,id allows partial aud full replication
of objects as well as selective replica.tion of fragmented objN:t.S. We discuss the overheads for
sllpporting objects in various phases of query eXflcutioll: method execution, subobject referencing,
and format translation, and compare the fpsults with equivalent queries with relations on the
underlying Raid. We show that for insert ami se]{'c(, quC'ries, I.he additiona.l overheads are below
15%.
'This research is supported in parl by a granl, from AIHMICS and IJN1SYS.
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Introduction

'lb support the non-traditional applications such as Computer Aided Design, Geographical Information Systems, Multimedia, etc. in database system!;, researchers have taken two approaches. In
the first approach, the revollltionary approach, the database 'n'lallagement system for supporting
these applications is bullt from the scratch. For example, the object oriented database management
system (OODBMS) design may entail extending the persistence of object oriented language such
as Smalltalk or

C++,

as in ObjectStore [1], or designing a new semantic data model by combin-

ing the 00 and database features, as in O 2 [2]. Other systems following this design philosphy
include GemStone [3] and Ontos. III the s{'('Qnd approach, {.hl' (,1!oluliollm'y approach, an existing
relationa.l database system is extenae(I with 00 capabilitiE!!'i

(,0

support the abstract data types with

method code, tYIJe inheritance and complex objec/s. Systems supporLing this design methodology
include POSTGRES [4], Starburst [5J, Iris [6J and O-Ra.id [7J. We discu!'is the support for complex
data in these systems in the next section. Most of th{' systems following this approach allow the
co-existence {8] of the flat relaLions a.nd the complex data. This means that the conventional applications, like banking need not be modified to run on more extE'lIsilJle databa.'ie system supporting
multimedia, for example, as they still can access the C'xistinj?; relational data. Furthermore, since
the existing data will Hot be re-formatted usually, the porting of existing applications to the Hewer
system is easy and fast. These da.labase systems scrving the Hon-conventional applications have
been referred to as "Next-Generation" da.tahase systcms ill [9J.
Complex data is expressed by the usc]" defined typ{'s or c/(/$$e$ ill programming languages or
query languages, In the class definition, the common features of objects are defined by instance
variables (members) and methods (functions). The state of an object, i.e., the values of the instance
variables in the object, can only be modified through the execution of methods defined for the elMS.
Supporting complex data in a relationa.l da.tahase system will require extension of both the Data
Definition Language (DDL) and Data Manipula.tion La.nguage (DML).
In Postgres, the query language POSTQUEL supports r.onstructs for declaring new base types,

and complex data types (referred to as constructed types). A dass offunctions, implemented as a
set of POSTQUEL statements, returns a constructed t.YPP., <lml implement the non first normalised
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relations. Procedures can be dynamically loaded and executed, as also the access methods for
user defined basic types. Thus, most of the extended functionality of the data model is provided
by extending the POSTQUEL. Postgrcs assigns each record a unique identifier (DID). Postgres
supports multiple inheritance, by allowing a constructed type to inherit data elements from other
constructed types. However, the two relations corresponding to these two constructed types will
be stored separately and in their entirety. For example, a !'iubobject is stored as an attribute in the
relation corresponding to the superobject. Note, that this subobject is slored in a separate relation
corresponding to its constructed type also. This storagC! model for data is compatible with the non
first normal form relational model used in Postgres.
Starburst supports hierarchies of user-defined types and fundions, large unstructured and structured complex objects. Unstructured ohjects can store objects lip to 1.5 Gigahyles long. This size
is moderately large to store video, audio and image objr,ct!'i. DBMS does not model the contents
or structure of these objects. Structured complex objects comprise of views on the data stored in
relation lables. Efficient lechniques for parent-child joins arC! dpsigned for constructing these views
(objects). In Starburst's eXtended Normal Form (XNF),a.ll object is defined by an XNF view,
which extends the relational views from single reslilLillg ta,hle to multiple tables, organised as a
structured, heterogeneous set of interrelated rows. Thesr views <I,re defined as queries and stored
in database catalog. This approach is in contrast to t1H'. a.pproaches of Postgres and O-Raid which
lise nested relation and navigationa.l approa.ches respectivC!ly. This scheme provides more flexibility
in defining new interrelationships (and hence new structured objects) on the existing relations. We
lhink that efficiency of such "views" will be very depclI<lellt

011

the performance of joins, defining

the parent-child relationships of the complex object.
Our design has been based on the belief that exteIHliHg relational databa.<>e systems to support ohject oriented system capabilities is a. promising wa.y to snpport the new applications. One
motivation for making this choice, was the practical applica.bility of the extended systems. Most
of the database system technology that has heen developed and has costed many man years can
be reused, in extending the systems. Furthermore, the vast amounl or accnmulated knowledge for
relational data model for managing large amollnts of da.t.a., rrcovery, concurrency control, reorgani-
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zation of data, etc., can be directly applied to provide sllPlwrL for complex data in new-generation
applications. We believed that it might be beneficial lo levera.ge, and not reinvent the relationaJ
technology for supporting object oriented systems built from the scratch. Based on these reasons,
we designed and built a distributed ohjed database systl:'lllS called O-Raid [7, 10] following the
evolutionary approach. a-Raid extemls a distributed relationa.l database system prototype caned
RAID [11], aJso designed and implemented at Purdue. As we describe in the followhlg sections,
a-Raid uses an extended SQL version called SQL++. The extensions support the object method
execution, the object creation and object referencing. The lluderIying storage model is still the
normalised relational model. A novel techniquE:' for refC'rC'llrillg- the tuples corresponding to subobjects in the relation corresponding to the super ohjC'ct h<l.<; lJe('!1I engineered. a-Raid integrates the
relational and object model by retaining the silllplicit.y of the 1'<"lational data model willIe providing
the functionality and modularity of the object data model. FilIally, since O-Raid is built on top ¢'
RAID, it provides all the distributed services, provided Ily the underlying Raid system. We have
conducted experiments with distril:mted transactio It processing in a-Raid a,lld selective replication
schemes for composite objects [12]. It provides users with a view of a (listribllted object database
system (See Figure 5).
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. First in section 2 we describe the interfaces that
the a-Raid user interface uses to interact with the underlying database system. Section 3 describes
the design and implementation of the the data definitiOlI rar.ility. Section 3.3 discuss the design
and implementation of the SQL++. We will also show how lIsers can define classes in C++ and
register these complex data tYI)es into the
to define database schemas, create

da,tah(l~e

dataha~e (insert

syslem. We then show through examples how

data), query datahase (select data), and modify

database (update data). Finally, we discuss anI" expNienc('s and outline the future work.
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Assumptions and Environments

Interface

a-Raid assumes only two things from the underlying system. One is the capability to

handle transaction processing with ACID prolJerty. The other is the ahility to organize meta data
in the system. The a-Raid user interface> interacts with I.he lLlalerlying RAID database system
4

through a set of function/procedure calls. These function/procedure ca.IIs are:
• GeLUnique_TSO: return a unique timestamp value within the transaction manager.
• iniLtransactionO: get the timestamp for a trallsaction, initialize the write set for update
actions of the transaction.
• geLtuplesO: given a transaction identifier return all the tuples of a relation. If index
information is given, it returns all the tuples sa.tisfying t.he index condHioll.
• exec_wropnO: Execute write operation for a transaction by appending an updated relation
to a write set. Note, the update actions arc delayed until the commit point.
• commiLtransactionO: commit a transaction of a tnwsactioll identifier along with the
updated relations in the transaction.
• aborLtransactionO: abort the transaction of a. given transaction identifier.
• cleanup_transaetionO: it is actually a call to ('ommiUmnsadion() with zero number of
updated relations. It is used to release resources occupied by a transaction.
Each query in O-Raid is usually regarrl('(] as a

·<:jIl9'"

\.ra.nsaction. A transaction is processed as

follows:
• Get trausaction identifier and initialize a write

Sf'l.

• Read data, including reading meta data, such

a.\, l,rilHlte type, size; reading relatious, includ-

ing reading tuples satisfying index values
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tl.!'i

foJ' the transaction.

an a.t.tribute or matching given tuple identifters.

• Process data, including evaluating attrilmtes, predica.les, construr.ting objccts 1 executillgfunctions on objects etc.
• Write data, including inserting tuplE'S, update \.lIples el.e. All the updated data are accumulated in a write set instead of illlllledin,tely ujHla1.illg into the data-hase .

.5

• Commit/Abort a transaction. If il is a commit, the write set of the updated relations will be
sent to the transaction manager; else Ute transaction is aborted and resources occupled by
the transaction are released back to the transaction manager.
All the interactions between query processor amI the umlerlying transaction manager are
through message passing as follows.
• The query processor sends a request message to (,ht'! transaction ma.nager and waits in a loop
of blocking receive call.
• When the query processor re('PIVPs ;].

IllpSsap;C', it dlC'{·ks

if LIds message is for the current

transaction by matching the tid. If it is, it breaks olll the loop of waiting; else it loops back
for the blocking receive and ignore Lhe mC!ssage.
• Based on the message types information rec<,ived, perform the appropriate actions.
To avoid dead locks among multiple lrallsactions, we adopt a simple solulloll of timeout. Users
call specify a timeout values in seconds for a transadioll to execute, llsua.lly much larger than
needed, if the time expires before the transaction completes, the transaction is aborted and the
transaction manager is cleaned up. Users can retry t.he

5<1-111('

queries later. Based on tills policy

query processor may receive messages of the pfeviollfi aborted transactions, therefore we lleed to
check the validity of the message.
RAID DBMS Features

In our apllroach fOf supporl,ing complex data lypes in a relational sys-

tem , we only require that the underlying transaction l11ana.gpr to ha.ve the following novel features:
• Organize data using relational data model.
• Possess ACID property for transaction

Pfoc~ssinl!;.

• Organize relational information as rela.tions, i.e., meta. cla,ta.
The transaction manager RAID [11] is relational Hyste11l that, satisfy the above properties. In
addition the RAID DBMS has more other propet'l,ips:
G

• It is a distributed system. It supports replication of data and provides users a logical vlew of

one copy data. The replication a.lgorlthms supported are Read-One-Write-All (ROWA) and
Quorum Consensus (QC).
• It is adaptable. The concurrency controUer supports a set of algorithms, such as two-phase
locking (2PL), timestamp ordering ('1'(0) and optimistic concurrency control (OPT).
• It Is robust. The atomicity controller supports two-phase commit (2PC) and more failure-

resilient but expensive three-phase commit (3PC) protocols.
• Communication facility is based on message passing mechanism. The high level, layered
communication package provides clean, location independent interface between RAID servers.
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Design and Implementation

Outline of O-Raid Design

For simplicity and modularity, we separate Data Definition Lan-

guage facility from Data Manipulatlon Language facility.
The transaction processing part of the figure presents th", Raid relational database system. It
cllvides the functions of transaction procesfiing Into sonwa.re modules called servers. Thls architecture provides for modularity and extensibility. The modularity of RAID facilitates adding support
for objects, because much of the servers' code can be rensed. It ttl_keg messa.ge passing as communicatlon scheme. A high level, layered communication package provides a clean, location independent
interface between servers.
The roles of the servers in the RAID system are:

• User Interface (UI): a front end invoked by the IIser to process SQL++ queries.
• Action Driver (AD): accepts a· parsed query from the UI, formats the query as a transaction
(read and write actions), and executes the tl'anstlcj.ioll.

• Access Manager (AM): providE'S acc('ss to the local database and ensures that updates are
posted atomicaUy to stable storage.
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Data Definition Level

ICHPARSERI

IOBEDITI

IOEMANGLER I
Data Manipulation Level

IADI

[![]

ISUITE-UI I

lowl

Transaction Processing

IRcl

lAM I

IAcl

Icci

I COMMUNICATION

LIBRARY

I

Figure 1: O-Raid Software Organization.
• Atomicity Controller (AC): managps the cOlllmit phases of transaction processing to
ensure that a transaction commits or abortf'i glolJaHy.
• Replication Controller (RC): maillta,ins COllsistellcy of replicated copies of the database
in the event of failures.
• Concurrency Controller (CC): maint.ains sNializ<l.hiJiLy among concurrent transactions.
The data manipulation language part of the figure
manipulation facility. UI is the O-llahl teletype

USN

SIIOWS

the four modules of the a·Raid data

in1.('rfac('. SUITE - UI is grapllical user·

interface for O-Raid. It is a window o<lsed sY!'item that provi{]es buttons, pop up display windows
and icons. AD module implements eilch query

::;IIJlPorl,~d

ill O-Raid. It provides a set of function

calls to the Uf. DLD is a dynamic loa.der that allow::; O-Htlid VI to load user-defined procedures
on demand, do the linking a.nd execute the procedurp.
The data defintioll langllage part the fig:llre "how::; I.hrE'E' components of the O-Raid data defi-
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nition facility. "C++PARSER" takes C++ class definition header files and generates class information for "DBEDIT". "DBEDIT" takes the database schema information and store it as meta
relations. "DEMANGLER" is for translating mangled method symbols into method signatures. It
is used in UI when it needs to dynamically execute lIser procedures.
To support complex data types in a relational data.base l'iystem we investigate the following
problems:
• how to store user-defined class definition into a database.
• how to process queries involving attributes of user-defined types (classes).
• how to construct objects, execute user-defined functions, and handle object referencing.
We first describe an overview of the O-Raid design, and tll<'ll discuss each item in details. In 0Raid we support a static user· defined types in O-Raid. That is, if users want to change the complex
data types and schemas, they need to exit the query interface and recreate the user-defined types
and sehemas. Similar to OZ+ descrihed ill Chapter 13 of the book [t3], we organize the class
definition information as meta relations ill the database. Thi!> method allows us to make use of the
relational database system to insert and retrieve tlu' dRS!> information.
We decompose our task of illcorpora,tillg complex data types iuto two sllbtasks. One is to register
the class definitions and create database sehemas llsing th" registered dRsses as the complex data
types. The other subtask is to access ohjeet member, and methods of complex data types in queries.

3.1

Incorporate Abstract Data Types

Define Abstract Data Types

To incorporate a new type in O-Ra.id, users need to first write

a C++ program to define classes. A C++ program cOlll'iistl'i of a, header file (.h) and a source
file (.cc). The header file declares members (fiel<ls) and methods (functions) for the user-defined
classes. In Figure 2, we define classes Grade, Student, and Grad_Student. Notice that in class
Student, we have a member grade of user-defined type class Gradej in class Grad_Student, we
have a member pStlJ.dent being a pointe!' to a

llli{'f-cl('fill('c!

da."is Student.

The source file contains the implemcntatioll of the class methods. Users then start a data
definition session, in which the class definition files are parsecl all(! registered, tables with columns
of user-defined types can be created. Arter schema sp('r:ifkatiou users can start a user interface to
insert objects into tables, invoke methods

Oil

objects for select!on of data and construct composite

objects.
Register user-defined types

The first step of building O-Raid DBMS is to construct a front

end subsystem for creating databa.se schemas \Ising complex dab types. This requires an extension
to the data definition facility for the following rea.tures:
• Register user-defined types
• Relations containing objects
• A table mapping between method siyna!.ure8 alld symbol names
• Spanning multiple-site objects
A C++ parser is created for parsing til{'! C++ header files, such as tlte one in Figure 2. For
each class in the header file, the jla.rser generate a list of items.

I~ach

item contains a name, type,

and size in bytes of a member field in a. class. If a merllberlield in a class is itself of a type class, it
will be recursively parsed and substitlltc(l by it.s members until all the members become of simple
types. This is because the underlying relational DBMS can only handle relations of simple types.
OUf

design constraint is that:

We have to flatten out the user-defined class hiemrchie.c; into plain relations of simple
types because the underlying data.base system is

it

relalional one.

A facility called dbedit was developpd to support th<l schellla specifica.tion requirements. The
dbedit facility adopts the standard SQL da,la. defillitioll commands [14J and extends it with commands for registering classes; specifying configuration of distrihuted database; specifying replication
of relations, etc. The procedure of registel'i"!J classes cOllf1ists of the following:
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class Grade {
int midtermj
int final;
int hw [NUM_HWS] j
pUblic:

Grade(int mid, int fin, int hw1, int hW2, int hw3);
int get_exams(float mid_percent);

};

class Student {
char name [HAME_LEN] ;
class Grade gradej
pUblic:

Student(char *nm, int mid, int fin,
int hw1, int hw2, int hw3);
};

class Grad_Student {
Student *pStudent;
char support [STRLEN] j
Professor *pAdvisor;
pUblic:

Grad_Student(char *s);
};

Figure 2: A C++ Header file for user-delillcd classes Grade etc.
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• Parse the class definitions. A parser equivalent to the front end of a C++ compiler was built.
It takes C++ header files as inpllL, recursively genera.te the information about each class. The

information includes member names, mcmber types, am.I their size in bytes, method name,
method signatures.

• Preprocess class imlJlementalion eode and genem(.e me'" Ida/.ions. We use GNU G++ compiler to compile tIle C++ programs (written by

IHims

for implementing the class definitions)

to generate object code (.0 file). WP. then use the UNIX c:ommand nm to print the symbol
names, and select the ones for method flLllctlOIlS of which the second field 1s of character T
(text segment symbol). We

Ca.ll

geuemtp lIletho<l SiP;ll<ltil I'C'S from the method symbol names

by a demangler program. A table mapping from mcthod signatures Lo method symbol names
is built. The table is used for dynamic ex{'cution of methods ill

D"~·/IL

during query processing.

The details about the use and how it is creaLed are discussed latm.
Meta Relations for Storing Class Definitions

To preserve the class hierarchy information,

we need to construct some meta relations. They <Ire CI"LC,'SRELATION, CLASSATTRIBUTE,

CLASSMETHOD, and a class relation for each class. In the underlying relational DBMS we have
the meta relations RELATION, ATTRIBUTE. We discllss t.hem in details.
• The meta relation RELATIONis a tahle of pairs of (l.

rel(l.~ion

name and its relation identifier.

The relations include meta relations, and tahles created hy users.
• The meta relation ATTRIBUTE contains all the attribute information of all the relations.
Each relation is described by a portion of tuples in the meta relation ATTRIBUTE. Each
tuple from top down describes an aLLrihute of a relation from left to right.
The interesting part is that there is a portion of tll[llC's ill Al'TlUBUTErelation that describe
itself, see Table 1. The Table 1 from top down says that the 1st column of the table of AT-

TRIBUTEis TUPLEJD, a tuple identifier; the 2nd

C:OJUllllL

is VERSION, a version number;

the 3rd column is USED, a flag of use; the 4th column is RNA ME, a relation name; the 5th
column is ANAME, an attribute name; the Gth rollll1ln is COLUMN, a column starting from
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5

0

1

ATTRIBUTE

TUPLIUD

0

3

4

0

6

0

1

ATTRlDUTE

VERSION

1

3

4

0

7

0

1

ATTRIBUTE

USED

2

3

4

0

8

0

1

ATTRIBUTE

RNAME

3

2

64

1

9

0

1

ATTRIBUTE

ANAME

4

2

64

0

10

0

1

ATTRIBUTE

COLUMN

5

3

'I

0

11

0

1

ATTRIBUTE

ATYPE

6

3

4

0

12

0

1

ATTRIBUTE

ASIZE

7

3

4

0

13

0

1

ATTRIBUTE

AINDEX

8

3

4

0

Table 1: The portion of tuples for ATTfi,Ill UTE met.a. relation describing itself.
OJ the 7th column 1s ATYPE, attribute type ell,oded as integers, e.g., 2 as character string,
3 as integer; the 8th column is IlSJZE, a.ttrihltLe si7.e in bytes; the 9th column is AINDEX,
flag for attribute index, 0 means

liD

index.

• The meta relation CLASSRELATION contains a. sP.t of tuples. Each describes a class name,
class relation identifier, class size in bytes, object module file name (.0 file). The size

infor~

rnation is needed for in memory construction of all ubjf'r.t.
• The meta relation CLA5'8AT'l'1lIBUTEis a table.

l~ach

tuple (row) describes an attribute

name, a relation name for the attribute, a type 1l00Ille (Le. class name) for the attribute, a flag
n, (if n

> 0, it means the attribute is a pointro]" (I.nd

1/.

is the level of indirection; if n = 0, it

means the attribute is a.n embedded object in the r('I(I,lion), and sta,rting and ending columns
in the relation for which the attribute spans in

(,(U'

rf'la.tion. If the attribute is a ]Jointer, it

always spans three columns.
• The meta relation CLASSME'l'IlOD is a Lable mapping method signatures to method symbol
names. The use of the method signatllrC' tahlc is for dynamically executing Ilser-defined
functions in queries. When a IIser invokes a fllndioll (method) ill her query, the method
13

Method Signature)';

Method Symbol Names

Grad.Btudent::Grad_Student( char *)

__12Grad....8tudentPc

Grade::Grade(lnt, int, int, iut, iill.)

___5e; radeiiiii
'

'"

..

Table 2: A meta relation CLASSMgTHOD for Gmde classes.
signatures

I

can be derived based

011

the arguments IIsed ill ca,lIing the method. But the

dynamic loader needs the method sYl11hol IJaIlI£'

2

of 1.11l' pl'£'compiled method code to load

the object module into memory and link it with the execnting process. Thus the Method
Signature Table is consulted to convert a method signature to a method symbol name before
dynamically executing a method during query procp.ssing. The table is generated during the
"Register Class" stage of the data definition phase

,Hi

follows:

invoke the UNIX command nm all the class objE'ct Iile (.0) to generate a list of output
lines. Select the lines containing mallgled names for the methods by testing that the
second field indlcates text segment symbol.
run object_file I awk '$2==IT" { print $3 }'

process them with a denumg!c,· program and huild the desired table. The demangler
program generates the method signa.Lure from a mangled method symbol.
An example of the meta relation G'LJ1SSMETHOlJ for C:/'(u!e r.lasses is shown in Table 2.

3.2

DDL Commands

The list of DDL commands are:
1

A method signature consists of lIumber of paramel.l."rs and I,he I'Ylle

"2 A

or each paramclcr for thaL metbod.

melhod symbol name is name ill thc symbol table for mcthod flllldiolls in au object module file (.0 file).
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CREATE TABLE !DENT ( declares) ;
DELETE TABLE IDENT ;
DISPLAY REPLICATE;
REPLICATE;
CONFIG (HOSTJ"lACIllNg DB~)IRECTORY) ;

INSTALL;
CREATE INDEX I1H;Wl' ON !DENT ( !DENT );
DROP INDgX !DENT;

DISTRIBUTg TABLE !DENT ( HOST_MACHINE
DBJJIRECTORY ) ;
CLASSREAIJ ;
REGISTI~RCLASS o]lLdh"

Relation containing objects

IIJENT ;

O-Raid supports both illtC'r-ol>ject referencing (or pointer refer-

encing) and intra-object referencing (or embcr!<Jed object. referencing, where an object is stored
withiu another object). In queries persistent pointers to IIser defined types in attributes of a relation is allowed. A persistent pointer ill O-Raid is represC'.llted by three integers, object identifier
(DID), relation identiHer (IUD), and

<L

offset (OFFSET) [15]l.Ilaluniquely identify the object and

its class. The pointed objects are stored in their correspollding class relations. DID is the Object
Identifier; it is used for finding the object within the

diU;S

relation. IUD uniquely identifies a class

relaLion in which the pohlted objects are stored. It also serves as

it

key to find class information

for an object in the CLASSATTRIBUTE meta relaLion. OFFSET is the tuple offset in that relation for the object; it is used for fast access. An example llsing pointers as attributes in relation
grad..students is shown in Figure 3.
For example the command

CREATE TABLE PersonalAddresses (char uid[32]. Address a);
creates a relation involving user defined type ;1fldl'e.5.'1. Here Pe1-so11fll!1(ldresses is the relation with
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PersonalAddresses

I

I

char uid [321

Address a

Address a

After expansion
char uid[32]

char slreel[64]

...

int aptno

...

.. .

char city[32]

char zip[321

...

...

(a) Expansion of an attribute of type Address
publicAddresses

Ichart~g. ~32J !__

:..A:::dd;:;r.=e;:;ss:..•..!:p.=a_ _--1

~

After expansion

char tag[32]

...

Address "'pa

int 010

int RID

in! OFFSET

...

.. .

. ..

(b) Expansion of a pointer attribute

Fjgure 4: Transformation of Relations involving User-deHlled Types
attribute uid of simple type char array ami attribute

fI -

a.n embedded object of type Address.

The relation is transformed into a RAID relation containing five attributes of simple type (see
Figure 4-a).
However, if the O-Raid relation involvps pointers Lo L1ser defined types then three Helds of simple
type are created to represent the pointer <l.ltril)lltes. Consider the command:

CREATE TABLE PublicAddresses (char tag [32] , Address *pa);
The relation is PublicAddll2sses and pa is a persistent pointf'f [LOJ) that points to a shared object
of user defined type Address. As a persistent poiuter in O-Raid is represented by three integers,
object identifier (DID), relation identifier (RID), a,nd a ofrset (OFFSET) [15]. Thus, the relation
is transformed with three simple attribHtcs in place of thE' poinl,er attribute (see Figure 4).
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Replicating Relations

The dbfXli!- program creatl:!::; a tempora.ry working directory where all

the system files and metadata file::; are lllliit. After the sdl('mtL ::;pecificatioll is completed, the
execution of REPLICATE command results in actual creation of database directory on each of the
sites forming the distributed database system through replieate.sh shell script. This program
determines the sites forming the distributed database ::;yst{'lII, that is, the sites specified through the
CONFIG command. The information

Sltdt

as relation nallH', attribute types, the method signature

to method symbol map, the method code (.0 file) has to be flllly replicated among all configurable
sites. However certain information such as the files which reside at a site is different for each site
and is generated differently. The UNIX remote copy cOlllma.nd (rep) is used to replicate system
files and relation datames at appropriatl:! sites. The temporary working directory is destroyed upon
exit from the dbedit program.

3.3

O-Raid DML

O-Raid DML Features

O-Raid interacts with the underlying RAID system through Read/Write

operations and iniLtmnsaction, commiLtran<;:aclioll primitives pl'ovided by the RAID system. O·
Raid DML features are listed as follows:
• Complex types: O-Raid supports static user-defin{'d types. User-defined types allow database
designers to create abstractions of d<lta, defin{' ]lew functions that manipulate data according
to user requests. An example is to create l'{/ffr.m 1/UI/ching capabilities into the SQL query
language, so that users can not only do equality checking between two fields, but also do
partial matching or regular expressions in (I'leri{'s .
• Data structures: O-Raid supports both illter-ohj{'ct r('fC'l'cncing (or pointer referencing), where
the address of an object js stored in another object, and intra,-object referencing (or embedded
object referencing), where all object is stored within another object. In queries persistent
pointers to user defined types in attributes of a relation is allowed. A persistent pointer in
O-Raid uniquely identifies an object and its class. H is represented by three integers, object
identifier (DID), relation identifier PUD), and a, offset (OFFSET) [15]. DID is the Object
Identifier. RID uniquely identifies a relat.ion in which tlw pointed objects are stored. It also
18

serves as a key to find class information for the object in the CLASSATTRlBUTE meta
relation. OFFSET is the tuple oIfset in that relation for the object.
As for constructing a complex object such as a tree, we do it in two phases. In the first phase
each node object is constructed with pointers set to value "NULL" and their addresses stored
in temporary variables. On the second round, the pointers are set to point to objects through
those temp variables .

• Functions and variables: O-Raid supports dynamic execution of user-defined functions. The
function code is loaded and linked as needed during query processing. Once it is loaded and
linked, later calls to the function will be executed directly (no need to reload and relink). The
user-defined functions can be used for construction of objects, Jiltedng of data for selection.
O-Raid supports both temporary and permanent

variabl~s

that store the results of one query

and can be processed by another query. This is equivalent to supporting composition of
functions and nested queries.

According to Chandra and Harel [16] any query language

which can express the existential query a,nd also store the results of queries

all

the database

has the power to compute any firsL-order query.
Objects, classes, and a predicate-based relational query langnage are supported. O-Raid objects
are compatible with C++ objects and may be read and manipulated by a C++ program without
any "impedance mismatch". O-Raid software organiza,I,iOll is shown in Figure 1.
O-Raid supports direct store of an object within allot.hN object (embedded object) and store of
the address of an object (shared object). The fUlIdanH'lItal wmponents of the O-Raid query processor can be reduced as to support: a) execution of Hser-dE!fillE!d functions; b) access of attributes
through embedded objects and persistent pointers.
Construct Objects from Tuples

From llsers' persl)ediv€' there are two kinds of operations

1l]1date the data and relriel,'e data. Databas<! system designcrs need to sllpport the corresponding
queries. As the data model of O-Raid allows thE! COE'xisl,f'l1c(' of relations and class, data have two
different forms. One is relation tuple; the otlH'r is ('lass ohject. HtJla.Lional form data can exist in
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both database servers and clients, while data in an object

f01'1lI

only exisL in the client part for

query processing.
Tile support query processing involving complex data typ<'s, we need to support construction
objects from tuples and vice versa; execution of user-defined mel.hods (functiolls) on the constructed
objects. All these require the su!)port of execution of lIser defined functions in query processor.
There are two ways to link the user programs with the (]U('J"y processor program. One is to statically
link all the user programs. This is noL fiexiblc and ]"C'sliILs in lin necessary overheads. The other
is to dynamically link and load uscr programs as need('{1. This allows users to add or drop user
functions incrementally.

In O-Raid there are two kinds of special attributes thl'l.!. IIsers C(\.1l access. One is embedded objects
with a relation; The other is to a.ccess objects via pn<:i8fcnt pointers. For example in Figure 3,
suppose that we want to access grad_students' final exam score with relation grad_students, and
the attribute uame for the relation gracLst1Ulellt." is g, we write':
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g.Student->Scores.Exams.final
Accessing Embedded Objects In Relations

During (Juery processing we need to convert the

path name of the attribute to the column number within the base relation in which the attribute
resides on. For example, to access the class attribute Stlldcnt.Scores.ExamfJ.jinal in Figure 3,
we need to compute the column number of the base attrihute fined within class relation Students.
From meta relation CLA SSA TTRIB UTE we can get the following information: attribute Scores is
in column 4: of class relation <I; attribute Exams is in column 0 of class Scores; attribute Final is in
column 1 of class Exams. Therefore, in class Stuclenls attribute Final is in column 4 + 0 + 1 = 5.
Accessing Objects via Pointers

We Heed to lor ate the 1) relation; 2) the tuple within the

relation which the pointer value indicatcs_ Reca.1l that til(' poiuter consists of three components,
namely DID, RID, OFFSET. From RID·- a relation identifier wc call access the relation; from DID
- we can access the tuple within the relation. If the
tuple. For example, to access the class attribute

OFF~H~T

has values we can directly get to the

gra(lshule1/.l.~.Sl1tdent- >

in Fjgure 3, we need

to get the relation identifier RID, and object identifier DID. Based on these two values, we can
submit an index read on the inde.xed attribute DID

011

relation with RID and get the tuple from

the underlying relational databa.'le system.
Supporting Dynamic Method Execution

We !la.ve two choices for supporting method (func-

tion) executions in processing user queries. Olle is via slatir. linkage of nll the precompiled userdefined method code with the query processor program. However, this approach results in a rigid
system that does not allow users to later add or drop I11l:'t.hods (fullctions); furthermore,

jt

forces

users to pay the overheads for loading the a.ll the methods l"l:'gardless they are used or not. On the
other hand, dynamic execution of user-defined fllllc:l.iolls a,llows users to add or drop the precompiled user-defined method code on demand. Users only pay I;hl:' overheads for loading the methods
as needed.
We acquired a library package implemented under UN IX called d/tUrom public domain of GNU
3From left lo right the first column is column 0
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free software. This package was implemcnted by W. W. 110 and R. A. Olsson in University of
California, Davis for C programming language and is available for VAX, Sun 3, and SPARCstation
machines. For more details of the did package, refer io [17]. We briefly describe the interface
provided by the did package:
• "The link operation is performed by the fUllction (lIillk( c!Ull" *fiie71ame), where filename specifies either a relocatablc object HIe or an object library."
• "Did provides two functions for unlinking a. 1Il00Iult>: tmlillk-bY_file(char *file, int hard) and

unlink_by_symboi(char *symbol, int hun/). Tilp [irst fUllction requires as a parameter the

fIlename corresponding to a module previollsly lhlk{'d Ily (flillk, while the second function
unlinks the module thaI. defLnes the specified symbol."
• "The function dld_init(chur *filename) performs Lhe required initialization of LIte dId package.
It takes as argument the initial executa.blc file of Lhe program and loads the symbol table

information of tllis file into memory."
• "getJunc(chart *func_name) returns as vallie an entry poinL of a dynamically-linked function.

This value can later be used as a poinLer to tllC fund.ioll."
• "The predicate function !ltucliOlLexeclilable_lJ(c!ulI' *fulI('_IUime) tells whether the specified
function can be safely executed, i.e., whether Lhe cx('cuLion of this function might lead to
referencing any undefined symbols."
Query Processing

After the schema is correctly specified t.he dbellil creates the distributed

database, users can submit SQL++ queries [15] La thE' IIsm interface to insert and update data in
relations. The O-Raid query language is called SQL++ ami is au exLension to the SQL. It supports
queries involving objects [15J. The execution of

tl

(Jue,'y ca.1l I>e divided as follows:

• Parse the qllery and build syntax tree. Using UNIX Lex and Yacc faciliLy, a synta.x tree is

constructed for a user query.
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• Get transaction identifier. Acquire a login session-wise unique transaction identifier from
RAID AM server. It is used by RAID servers to distinguish different user queries/transactions.
• Load the 11Ser code for methods if needed. If a method call is found in the user query, we first
consult CLASSATTRIBUTE table to find out the class name. We then consult CLASSRELATION table to find out which object module (.0) file to load.
We use a dynamic linker did developed at University of Ca.lifornia at Davis to link the method
code with the User Interface process. The dynam..ic. linker uses UNIX system calls setjmp and
lOllgjmp switch execution from the currcnt User Interface process to the method code and
back to the User Interface process upon its finish.
• Proces.9ing Queries. Determine wha.t relations are to load, what attributes to project, the
preillcates that needs to be evaluated for selection of data" For an attribute we need to decide
whether it is of a simple type or complex type.

Processing dot and pointer attributes

. A compl('x type'. is a user-defined type. It can be of

two forms in queries. One is in dot aUribule notation which refers to embedded objects. This
requires to find out the physical column Humber in a table for a class attribute. This is the
column number of a class attribute in a, class rl'lation plus the column numher of that class
attribute in the table. (See Figure ??).
The other is in pointer attribute notation which I'('fers
load in a class relation and find out the

\'o[UlIllI

(,0

another object. This reqUires to

Ilumber of the class attribute in the cl<l.9s

relation through ATTRIBUTE table.
• Reads - Load the relatiolls. Submit read request,s to RAID RC server to load the relations
into memory. There are two kinds reads avaiJal>le ill RAID. One is to load the whole relation.
The other is the index-read, which requires two rounds of react. During the first round it
returns a set of tuple identifiers that satisfy index values. On the second round it returns a
set of tuples based

all

the list tuple identifiers.

• Evaluate predicates and execute methods. A predica.te ca.n he expressions involving attributes

or methods (functions) on attdbutes. For select query we need to evaluate query and the
predlcate may involve a filtering rnethocl (function). An insert. query may call a constructor
method for building up the object. Before a mcthocl (all cxecut.e, we need to Hrst Construct
an in-memory object from a tuple by invokin,E!; thE' COllstmctor defined in the user-defined
C++ code. Once that is done, any other C++ method could be invoked on the constructed
in-memory object.
• Writes - Commit a transoclion anci wl"ile-,<l(?t to the clalaiH/se. In a-Raid, we append all write

operations of a transaction to a. wril,p

SE'I,

ami d"fN l.he actual writ{!S to the database until

commit point. At that point we submit the wriLe SE't to tile RAW ltC server.
• Display the results. Print ont the projectioll values of a. talJle that satisfy the predicates.

3.3.1

Dynamic execution of methods

Class methods can appear in insert, select, or invoke SQL COlllllIaHds. In inser·t command it serves
as constructor method of constructing in-memory objects out of IIser-input parameters. In select
command it can act as components of the Hltering predicate or as computed non-stored attributes.
In invoke command it allows user to invoke a procedure

Oil

an object to change object values.

The control flow of method exeCllt.ioll is presented ill pseudo code as follows:
• call did library function dld_init(p"Dg_1Utmc) a.t start lip.
• when evaluate an query expression tree of fllnction tY[lf', <10 the following:
process nested class attribute from left to riKht ulltil it rcaches the base attribute (e.g.,
a.b-

> c.method).

build an in-memory object for the method execution by executing constructor method
of the class.
call the function calLmelhorLby_ct with class

nam~,

method name, address of the object

on which the method executes, the expression treE' for parameters. This function in
turns does the following:

* build argument list and generale method signatures.
* get the object module (.0 file) for the class and load the module Into memory.
* get the method symbol name from method signature by consulting the CLASS·
METHOD table generated DDL phase.

* execute

the method using method symbol name and argument I1st. The pseudo

code steps are: a) call dldJunctiOlLcxecutable_p(method..symbol) to check if the
function is executable; b) call dld_getJunc (mctllO(L'iymbol) to get the pointer to the
function. c) based on the number of argument do an explicit call to the function with
the arguments, e.g., if the number of argument is three, we write: (*func)(margv[O],
margv[l], margv[2J). Note this Is the only way in C programming language, because
we need to generate exactly t.he same st.a.c.k environment as if it were run alone in
statically linked verslon.

3.4

Accessing objects in queries

Accessing objects In queries In general takes the form of path names, A1.t1·ibut.el.Att.ribute2 ...Attributen.
Each component Attribute; of a path name can refer to

'l.Il

attrihute in the same relation as its pre-

vious component Attribut€i_l or in a different relatioH. These two types of referencing correspond
to embedded object and Inter-object referencing.
To be user-frlendly we use the same nota,tion for hoth ('.a.<;(>s. This is because users should only
specify what they want, not how they call get thl:! data.. However, the query processor needs to
distinguish the two cases to correctly aecE'SS the dala" This is solved by using the meta relation

CLASSATTRIBUTE. We add a tag field to th" meta. rl'la.tioll indir:a.Ung whether the class attribute
is an embedded object or polnter to an ohject. III a,rela.tion t.hNe may be more than one attribute of
pointer type, we need to distinguish them in meta relation 11 TTRIB UTE. We postfix the attribute
name to OlD, RID, and OFFSET field name

<I

with

it

sE'pal'a.\.ol' charact.er 'j' which call not be part

of legal attribute name.
~Recall that 010, RID,

OrrEST together comprise a

J.lOill[('-T.

3.5

Basic Queries

For insert query in addition to relational insertion,

WP

have insertion of class relation. Its syntax

IS:

insert into RELATION

< CONSTRUCTOR( ARGUMENTS)

>i

The actions of the command are:
• get the name of the relation to be insertp.d and see if it exists and what its tllple size is;
• make a tuple of the correct size, Ilumbpr of attribute. <mel the tag of each attribute;
• set up the system attributes of the Hew t.uple adel clcmcnts oue at a time to the tuple, and
type check each element; [or each attribute do the following:
load the corresponding cla.<;s modules;
create in-memory object of suitable size by consulting c1assrelatioll.
run constructor and pass appropriate arguments to initialize these objects.
convert in-memory objects Lo conesponding tuple values.
return the resulUng tuple in a relation similar to tht'! relational case.
• append the tuple to the relation and update the wrilC'set.
The select query involving classes is almost the same as the relational counter part, except that
attributes can be path names to objects Lltrough {'mbl'dded ohjects ami pointers, and attributes
can be computed through functions; predicates can illrludp method fUllctions.
Olle issue encountered is how to haudle the case of "NULL" pointer in a tuple for select query.
There are two choices. Olle is to treat it as an error ami abort the select query; the other is to
treat the tuple as not initialized and process further [or other tuples. We think that the latter is a
better choke than the former, bccause eVCll though one tllple is unassigned, others may have the
data users require.
The query
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select g.pStudent->name from grad_students
where g. pAdvisor-> interests. contain_key ("distributed database");

does the following:
• load the base relation grad_students;
• set up the result relation with correct number of attributes, attribute tags, column numbers,
and allocate tuples;
Find out the projected relation SlUllent, attribute name through the path name g.p8ludenf>name and meta relation CLASSATTRIBUTE.

• for each tuple in the base relation do:
- set up the projected attribute; if the attribute is a pointer, foHow it to the pointed tuple
of another relation;
evaluate the predicate (where clause);

* follow the path llame g.pAdvis01·-> inleresf.<I and get the dass information;
* build all in-memory object by invoking constructor method of the class with appropriate data from the Luple (from a. sta.rt colullln Humber to an end column number);

* invoke the method

confaill_key("dild"iblllcll llalabase"} on the object.

add the tuple to the resu!L relation ouly if the predicate is evaluated to be true.

4
4.1

Overheads in Supporting Objects
Statement of the Problem

Queries involving objects in a layered approach as in O-Raid incur overheads ill method execution,
subobject referencing, and format translation. We measure the {'xecution time for insert and select
queries involving objects and compare it with the equivalellt queries that involve relations only.
The goal is to identify the additiona.l overhl"t1<!s illcllrr('(1 ill supporting objects.
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4.2

Procedure

We defined a relation seminars conta.ining a single a.ltribllte of user-defined type Seminar. The
execution time for the following insert and select queries was measured:
insert into seminars:< Seminar(
"Distributed Composite Objects", 1994, 4, 1,
"database objects", "Richard Jiang",
"student", "purdue", "object-oriented composite"»;

insert into seminars:<"Oistributed Composite Objects",
1992, 8, 1, ... >

/* equivalent insert

~ithout

object */

select s_title from seminars
~here

s.date.get_year()=1990i

select title from seminars

~here

year=1990i

We measured the total execution time as well as various sub-components of the query execution.
For both experiments, the two queries were executed sequentially and conseclltively (each 250
times). They were interleaved to obtain fair compa.rison Hnder the similar environment (e.g., the
load of the machine, context switch of processes, etc.).
The first insert and the first select queries incur

th~

additiollal overheads of dynamic loading

of Seminar class object module (.0 file). The second a,lId later queries only incur the overheads of
subobject construction, i.e. initialization of t.hE" in-memory object through a constructor method
execution.
Data was collected for wanll starts. The wrmn st(l.rt assUIll('s the class object moduJe

.0

file

is already loaded, whereas cold start incurs the overhead of dynamic loading of class module. We
repeated the time measurement for different. relation sizes (,I) tuples to 25 tuples) as the execution
depends on the size of the relation.
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Figure 9: Translation Lime for select queries versus the llUmber of tuples
submitted query.

• with object case: time to create a in-memory object, initia.lize it using the constructor, and
finally constructing a transaction consisting of a. single tuple from the in-memory object.
Since both queries involve formaL translation, the 4ms difference 1n translation time can be
attributed to the creation and hlitialization of object throllp;h constcuctor method. We expect that
typical constructor methods will involve a series of a.c;siglllllel\L statement and the observation made
here is a representative measure of this cost.
The cost of insert query shows a slight increase as the 1l1llllhcr of tuples inserted is increased
(see Figure 8). One would expect that the cost to he independent of the number of tuples inserted.
On examining the subcomponents, we notice that the increase is largely due to the write cost.
Moreover, there is a fluctuation in total time, that is mainly contributed by the write time. For
writes, the O-Raid AD waits foc the RAID servers to cOlllmit a.nd return. Thus the fluctuation is
likely due to the context switching of RAID servers.
For select query, we ooserve (Figuce 7) that a.JI tllli' components except for the translation time
are almost the same for the two select queries (wHh object a.\l(l with relation) The translation time
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for selection on relation cOiltaining 25 tuples is

abou~

82ms (12R -46) more for the query involving

objects. The processing of select query involves extra. overhC'ad

011

each tuple. The work required is

in creating date object, invoking the method get_year e) , and C'v<l,luating the predicate get-yeare)
== 1990. Th.is overhead is approximately 3.3ms per tuple (82/25). Also there is an overhead (once

for the entire relation) in determining the projection columlls from the subobjects s .title, and
s .year.

The observation is further confirmed in Lhe Figure 9. The translation time for both select queries
shows a linear increase with the number of tuples. 'flIP. only diffC'fence is that the translation time
for query involving object ha.'l a larger slope indkatinj:!; ext.r<l. processing required for each tuple.
Conclusion

The layered approach of supporting objects

011

t.op of a relational system is feasible

and has low overheads (below 15%, as shown ill Figure- 7). Fot' till' select (juery the extra overhead
of approx 3.3ms per tuple for evaluaUng predicate met.hoc[ may not be acceptable especially if the
the relation being queried is large. For such cases, it would be beuer to build index on the method
by precomputing the values. One such scheme of meLhod precomputation is proposed in [18], where
the values are precomputed once and an index is [lllilt.

5
5.1

Overheads in Supporting Object Replication
Statement of the Problem

A fully replicated database with Read-One- Write-All (ROWA) replication control algorithm retains
local access to data. Therefore, it hears the same reLrieval cos\. as the local retrieval cost. On the
other hand, it has no bette7' write cost \.han that of the I'emot<, site write.
We examine the retrieval and the update costs for a flllly replicated two site system. We measure
the time for local and remote access to the objects. The overhead data will be nsed for analyzing
the data in the experiments

all

composite objects of different configurations.
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Figure 10: The replication schemes for relations: seminars, seminar9, and seminarl1

5.2

Procedure

Figure 10 shows the two-site database. The relatioll seminars is replicated at both sites and
ROWA is chosen as the replica-control algorithm. The relations seminar9 is replicated at raid9
and seminar11 at raidl1.

The cost of inserts into the relation is measured. Three configurations are used, namely localcopy-only (sem..inar9), remote-copy-only (seminar 1 L) and fILII l'epHcatioll (seminars). The retrieval
cost is measured for a relation containing 25 tuples. We vary the Humher of tuples in the relation
queried from 5 to 25 with the increment of 5.

5.3

Data

Figure 11 contains the cost of ilH:;er('ing oue Luple ou local, remote and flllly replicated relations
with objects. The size of a tuple is about 800 bytes.
Figure 12 contains the cost of selection ont of 25 tuple'S on local, remote and fully replicated
relations with objects.
Figure 13 contains the different costs of select
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ha.<;cc!
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the size of the relation queried.
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Figure 13: Processing time for select (}uE'ries (with objects) versus the number of tuples

5.4

Discussion

From the Figure 11 we observe that every component of the cost is the same except yrite time.
In terms of the order of write time cost, we have loelll

< rem.ot.e < full. This is because the local

write is cheaper than for remote write and for full rcplkat.ioll scheme in which we have to write to
both local and remote sites.
From Figure 12 we observe that for Read time the order is local

~

full < remote. Tllis is

because we use ROWA replication control algorithm. In t.he flilly replicated case, it could read a
local copy. Therefore the cost of Read in the fully replicated case is about the same as the local
one. The little extra time is due to the search for the lor.al copy.
We also observe that for the Write time in the local case is abouL the same as the fully replicated
case and both are significantly less than the remote casco The r('allon is that in commit phase for
select query there is zero-write operation. The cost is similar La that in Read.
We observe a difference of 8 ms in the Translation l.ime for remote and full configurations.
We expected that they will be approximately the same since [,hE'y are aU local computations. After
probing further, we find out that the processiu?; timc illcrC'(lI'i('s
35
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the size of the metadata files

increases. The metadata ftles contain replication information. The fully replicated case has the
smallest size of metadata file compared to the local and remote cases.
Figure 13 shows that the Write time is iudel)endent of the number of tuples as before. There
is a linear increase in Read time as the number of tuples illr.reases because no index is set on the
attribute involved in the predicate.

Summary and Acknowledgement

The current version of O-Raid (1st version) has been de-

signed in such a way that it does not re(}lure allY change of the underlying relational database
system RAID. It adds one layer on top of RAID. From a, software eilgineering point view, the
logical definition of O-Raid is clear and

rlP,UI.
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Illillillti:OW!-l

the wot'k required to provide objects

to a relational database system. ThIs work has beell done by a group of people including Ilfofessor Prasull Dewan, professor Bharat Dhargava.; students Yin-he ,Jiang, .lim Mullen, Jagallllathan
Srinivasan, and Ash.ish Vikram.
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